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Abstract
Weak emergence has been offered as an explicatzon of the ubiquztous notum of emergence used m complexity science After outinung the problem
of emergence and comparmg weak emergence with the two other nuun
objecuvist approaches to emergence, the paper explams a vetsion of weak
emergence and illustrcues at with cellular automata Then it explcans the
sart of downward causattan and explanatory auumomy mvolved m weak
ernergence

1. The problem of emergence
Emergence is a perenmal plulosophical problem Apparent emergent
phenomena are quite common, especially m the subjects treated by
biology and psychology, but emergent phenomena also seem metaphysically objectionable Some of these objections can be traced to
the autonomy and downward causation that are distinctive of emergent phenomena Emergence is receivmg renewed attennon today,
In part because the notion repeatedly anses In certam contemporary
approaches to understandmg complex biological and psychological
systems, I have m mmd such approaches as neural networks, dynamical systems theory, and agent-based models—what for simphcity I'll
call complexity science For anyone mterested m understanding emergence, two tiungs about complexity science are striking First, it auns
to expiam exactly those natural phenomena that seem to mvolve
emergence, the range of phenomena covered by complexity science
are about as broad as the examples of apparent emergence in nature
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Second, the models m complenty scence are typtcally descnbed as
emergent, so much so that one could fairly call the whole enterpnse
the scence of emergence (e g, Holland 1998, Kauffman 1995) A
good strategy, then, for understandmg emergence is to turn to complexity saence for guidance A few years ago I mtroduced the nonon
of weak emergence to capture the sort of emergence mvolved m dus
scientific work (Bedau 1997) This paper expands ou that project
There are a vanety of notions of emergence, and they are contested We can provide some order to this controversy by distmguishmg two hallmarks of how macro-levei emergent phenomena are
related to ther micro-levei bases
(1) Emergent phenomena are dependent ou underlying processes
(2) Emergent phenomena are autonomous from underlymg processes
These two hallmarks are vague There are many ways lii which phenomena might be dependent ou underlying processes, and there are
also many ways in wluch phenomena nught be autonomous from underlying processes Any way of simultaneously meetmg both hallmarks is a candidate notion of emergence The hallmarks structure
and umfy these vanous nonons and provide a framework for comparing them
Taken togethe4 the two hallmarks expiam the controversy over
emergence, for viewmg macro phenomena as both dependent ou and
autonomous from their micro bases seems metaphysically problemanc mconsistent or illegitunate or unacceptably mystenous It is hke
viewmg sornethmg as both transparent and opaque The problem of
emergence is to expiam or expiam away this apparent metaphysical
unacceptability
We should not assume that there is just one solution to the problem of emergence Some plulosophers search for the one true account of emergence and for the one correct solunon to the problem
of emergence, but that is not my goal For one thmg, while the two
halhnarks set boundary condmons ou nonons of emergence, different notions may fit this diferent ways So different concepts of
emergence might provide different useful perspectives ou the problem of emergence Captunng a distinctwe feature of the phenom-
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ena explamed by complexity science is the utility of my preferred
notion of emergence Furthermore, I doubt that there is a single,
speafic, useful, pre-theorencal concept of emergence, so trachnonal
conceptual analysis is of questionable value ia this context Defuung
a metaphysically acceptable and scientifically useful notion of emergence might involve mventmg new concepts that revise our view of
the world My project is open to what Peter Strawson termed "revisionary" rather than "descriptive" metaphysics (Strawson 1963)
The problem has two mam kmds of solunons One concludes
that emergence has no leginmate place ia our understandmg of the
real world This strategy construes apparent emergent phenomena
as nusleading appearances to be explamed away The other strategy
treats apparent emergent phenomena as germine Success wtth the
second strategy regimes explicating a precise notion of emergence,
showmg that it applies to apparent emergent phenomena, and then
explaimng away the appearance of problematic metaphysics I defend
a version of tlus second strategy
The proper application of the term "emergence" is controversial
Does it apply properly to propernes, objects, behavior, phenomena,
laws, whole systems, somedung els& My answer is pluralistic, I thmk
we can apply the term ia ali these ways and more Bemg alive, for
example, might be an emergent property, an orgatusm rtught be an
emergent entity, and the mental hfe of an orgamsm might be an emergent phenomenon These different subjects of emergence can be related ia a straightforward way—for example, an entity with an emergent property is an emergent entity and an emergent phenomenon
mvolves an emergent ennty possessmg an emergent property—and
they ali can be traced back to the notion of an emergent property
So I will first expiam the notion of an emergent property, and then
extend the notion of emergence to other contexts Tlus will allow
me to talk of emergent properties, entines, phenomena, etc , as the
context suggests
Before explammg my preferred nonon of emergence, I wdl sketch
a broader canvas contammg different lcmds of emergence Then I wdl
expiam my notion of weak emergence and dlustrate it with cellular
automata—a typical kmd of system stuched In complexity saence 1
Finally, 1 will examine downward causation and autonomy ia the con-
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text of weak emergence—two connected problems that tend to pull
opposite directions In the end we will see that weak emergence
avoids the problems of downward causanon, and that a certain kmd
of robust weak emergence has an mterestmg metaphysical autonomy
I conclude that tius robust weak emergence is philosoplucally acceptable and scientifically "iluminam, it is ali the enriergence to which
we are now enntied
2. Three kinds of emergence
It is useful to chstinguish three kmds of emergence nominal, weak,
and strong 2 These are not narrow definmons but broad conceptions
each of which contams many different mstances My dassificanon
not exhaustive It ignores some views about emergence, such as the
view that attnbutes emergence on the subjective basts of observer
surpnse (Ronald et ai 1999) The classification's utility is that it captures three main objectivist approaches to emergence Emphasizing
the underlying =liames within each view and the diferences between the contrasting views lughlights the strengths and weaicnesses
of the vtew that I vinil defend
The classification of kmds of einergence assumes a distinction between a micro levei and a macro levei, and the issue is to specify
what it is for the macro to emerge from the micro We might be
mterested m how an individual cell m an organism emerges out of
vanous biomolecules and thetr chemical mteracnons, or we might be
mterested tn how an organism emerges out of vanous cells and their
biological mteractions As this example shows, a macro levei m one
context might be a micro levei m another, the macro/micro distmcnon is context dependent and shifts with our mterests In addition,
a nested hierarchy of successrvely greater macro leveis gives nse to
multiple leveis of emergence Any final theory of emergence must
clanfy what such leveis are and how they are related
Macro entmes and micro entales each have vanous kmds of propernes Some of the kmds of propernes that charactenze a macro
entity can ais° apply to its micro constituents, others cannot For
example, consider micelles These are clusters of amphiphdhc poir
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mers arranged In such a way that the polymers' hydro-phillic ends
are on the outside and ther hydro-phobic tails are on the mude
Those polymers are themselves composed out of hydro-phylhc and
—phobic monomers In this context, the micelles are macro objects,
wIule the individual monomenc molecules are micro objects 3 The
micelles and the monomers both have certam kmds of physical propemes m common (havmg a location, mass, etc ) By contrast, some of
the propernes of micelles (such as ther permeabihty) are the kind of
propemes that monomers simply cannot possess Here is another example The constituent molecules m a cup of water, considered mdividually, cannot have propernes hke flutdity or transparency, though
these propernes do apply to the whole cup of watet
This contrast illustrates a core component of ali three lunds of
emergence the notion of a kind of property that can be possessed
by macro objects but cannot be possessed by micro objects The sunplest and barest notion of an emergent property, which I term mere
nominal emergence, is simply this notion of a macro property that is
the kind of property that cannot be a micro property Nominal emergence Fias been emphasized by Harré (1985) and Baas (1994), among
others It should be noted that the notion of nominal emergence does
not expiam wluch properties apply to wholes and not to their parts
Rather, it assumes we can already Identity those propernes, and it
sunply terms them nommally emergent Full understandmg of nominal emergence would require a general theory of when macro enteies
have a new kind of property that their constituents cannot have
Nominal emergence easily explams the two hallrnarks of emergence Macro-levei emergent phenomena are dependent on microlevei phenomena m the straightforward sense that wholes are de pendent on their constituents, and emergent phenomena are autonomous from underlymg phenomena m the straightforward sense
that emergent propernes do not apply to the underlymg emules
When dependence and autonomy are understood m these ways,
there is no problem in seemg how emergent phenomena could simultaneously be both dependent on and autonomous from their underlying bases
The notion of nominal emergence is very broad It applies to a
large number of intuitive examples of emergent phenomena and cor-
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responds to the compelling ptcture of reality consisting of a hierarchy
of leveis Its breadth is its greatest weakness, though, for tt apphes
to ali macro-level propernes that are not possessed by micro-levei
entmes Macro-properties are traditionally classified mto two kmds
genume emergent properttes and mete "resultant" propemes, where
resultant propernes are those that can be predicted and explamed
from the propemes of the components For example, a arcle consists
of a collection of points, and the individual pomts have no shape
So being a arde is a property of a "whole" but not its consntuent
"parts"—that is, it is a nominal emergent property However, if you
know that ali the potnts iria geometrical figure are equidistant from a
given para, then you can derive that the figure is a arde So being a
arcle is a resultant property To distmguish emergent from resultant
propemes one must tum to more restncted kmds of emergence The
two more restncted kmds of emergence sunply add further conditions
to nominal emergence 4
The most stringent conception of emergence, which I call strong
emergence, adds the requirement that emergent properttes are supervernent propernes with irreduable causal powers 5 These macrocausal powers have effects at both macro and micro leveis, and macro-to-micro effects are termed "downward" causation We saw above
that micro detenmnation of the macro is one of the hallmarks
of emergence, and supervenience is a popular contemporary mterpretation of das determmation Supervemence expiam the sense
m which emergent propemes depend on their underlymg bases, and
irreduable macro-causal power expiam the sense m which they
are autonomous from their underlying bases These irreduable causal
powers gtve emergent propemes the dramatic form of ontolognovelty that many people assoctate with the most puzzhng
kmds of emergent phenomena, such as qualia and consaousness In
fact, most of the contemporary mterest m strong emergence (e g,
O'Conner 1994, Kim 1992, 1997, 1999, Chalrners 1996) anses out of
concems to account for those aspects of mental Ide hke the quahtative aspects of consaousness that most resist reductionistic analysis
The supervement causal powers that charactenze strong emergence are the source of is most pressmg problerns One problem
the so-called "exclusion" argument emphasized by Kun (1992, 1997,
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1999) This is the worry that emergent macro-causal powers would
compete with micro-causal powers for causal mfluence over micro
events, and that the more fundamental micro-causal powers would
always wm this compention I will examine downward emergent causation at length later in this paper The exclusion argiunent aside,
the very notion of strong emergent causal powers is problematic to
some people By defirution, such causal powers cannot be explamed
m terms of the aggregation of the micro-levei potennahnes, they are
primitive or "brute" natural powers that anse mexplicably with the
existence of certam macro-level entales This contravenes causal
fundatnentalism—the Klea that macro causal powers supervene on
and are determmed by micro causal powers, that is, the doctrme
that "the macro is the way ti is m virtue of how thmgs are at the
micro" (jackson and Pettit 1992, p 5) Many naturahstically mchned philosophers (e g, jackson and Pettit) find causal fundamentalism compellmg, so they would accordmgly be skeptie,a1 about any
form of emergence that contravenes causal fundamentahsm Still,
causal fundamentahsm Is not a necessary truth, and strong emergence should be embraced if it has compelhng enough suppomng
evidence But this is where the final problem with strong emergence
anses Ali the evidence today suggests that strong emergence is sa.entifically irrelevant Virtually ali attempts to provide scientific
dence for strong emergence focus on one isolated monbund example
Sperry's explanation of consciousness from over thirty years ago (e g,
Sperry 1969) There is no evidence that strong emergence plays any
role In contemporary science The scientific irrelevance of strong
emergence is easy to understand, given that strong emergent causal
powers must be brute natural phenomena Even if there were such
causal powers, they could at best play a primitive role m science
Strong emergence starts where scientific explanation ends
Poised between nominal and strong emergence is an mtermediate notion, which I call weak emergence 6 It mvolves more than
mere nominal emergence but less than strong emergence Somethmg
could fail to exhibit weak emergence in two different ways either by
bemg merely resultant or by bemg strongly emergent Weak emergence refers to the aggregate global behavior of certam systems The
system's global behavior derives just from the operation of micro-
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levei processes, but the micro-levei interactions are mterwoven m
such a comphcated network that the global behavior has no simple
explananon The central Klea belund weak emergence is that emergent causal powers can be denved from micro-levei information but
only m a certam complex way As Herbert Simon puts it, "given the
propernes of the parts and the laws of their interaction, it is not a
trivial matter to mfer the propernes of the whole" (1996, p 184) In
contrast with strong emergence, weak emergent causal powers can
be explamed from the causal powers of micro-levei components, so
weak and strong emergence are mutually exclusive In contrast with
mere nominal emergence, those explanations must be of a certam
comphcated sort, if the explanation is too simple, the propernes will
be merely resultant rather than weakly emergent Weak emergence is
a proper subset of nominal emergence, and there are different specificanons of the special conditions mvolved (e g, Wunsatt 1986, 1997,
Newman 1996, Bedau 1997, Rueger 2000)
The strengths and wealcnesses of weak emergence are both due
to the fact that weak emergent phenomena can be denved from full
knowledge of the micro facts Weak emergence atmbutes the apparent undenvability of emergent phenomena to the complex consequences of mynad non-linear and context-dependent micro-levei
interactions These are exactly the kmd of micro-levei interacnons
at work m natural systems that exhibit apparent emergent phenomena, so weak emergence has a natural explanatton for these apparent
emergent phenomena Weak emergence also has a simple explananon for the two hallmarks of emergence Weakly emergent macro
phenomena clearly depend on their underlymg micro phenomena
So weak emergent phenomena are ontologncally dependent on and
reducible to micro phenomena, their existence consists m nothmg
more than the coordmated existence of certain micro phenomena
Furthermore, weakly emergent causal powers can be explamed by
means of the composmon of context-dependent micro causal powers So weakly emergent phenomena are also causally dependent
on and reducible to their underlymg phenomena, weak emergence
presumes causal fundamentalism (More on dm below ) At the
same time, weakly emergent macro phenomena are autonomous in
the sense that they can be denved only m a certam non-trivial way
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In other words, they have explanatory autonomy and irreducibthty,
due to the complex way m which the iteration and aggreganon of
context-dependent micro mteracnons generate the macro phenomena (Section 6 develops the rarrufications of distinguislung two
forms of this explanatory autonomy ) 'There is nothing metaphystcally tllegmmate about combirung this explanatory autonomy (medumbihty) with ontological and causal dependence (redumbility), so
weak emergence dissolves the problem of emergence
Some apparent emergent macro phenomena hke consciousness
still resist micro explanation, even in pnnaple This might reflect mst
our tgnorance, but another possibihty is that these phenomena are
strongly emergent 'The scope of weak emergence is himted to what
has a micro-levei denvation (of a certam complex sort) So those
who hope that emergence will account for irreducible phenomena
will find weak emergence unsansfying
My pro)ect In this paper is to develop and defend a version of
weak emergence that is ubiquitous m complexity science My main
atm is to expiam how it avotds the problems of downward causanon and how tt can involve metaphysical autonotny My arguments
may generalize (with some modifications) to other versions of weak
emergence, but I will not explore those generalizations here because
I thmk my preferred notion of weak emergence has the greatest general utility m understandmg emergence m nature

3. Weak emergence as underivabihty except by
simulation
For ease of exposition, I will first expiam weak emergence In a certam simple context and then extend ti more broadly Assume that
some system has micro and macro entines Assume also that ali
the macro entines consist of nothmg more than appropnate lands
of micro entales appropnately configured and arranged (The micro enraies nught be consntuted by enteies at a yet lower levei, but
we can ignore that here ) Ali of the ultimate constituents of any
macro entity are simply micro entittes, macro entmes are ontologically dependent on and reducible to micro entmes The system's
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micro and macro entales have vanous kmds of propernes Some of
the macro propemes nught be nommally emergent, t e , not the kmd
of property found at the micro levei Nevertheless, we assume that
all the macro propernes are structural properties, In the sense that
they are constauted by micro entates possesstng appropnate microlevei propernes That is, a macro ennty has a macro property only
so far as as consteuent micro enttnes have an appropnate structure
(are appropnately related to each other) and have the appropnate
micro propernes The state of a micro entity consists of as location
and as possession of intrinsic propernes, and as state changes ifthese
change A macro entity also has a state, and this consists simply m
the aggreganon of the states of all as component micro enteies and
thea spattal relations The fundamental micro-levei causal dynamics
of the system—as "physics”—is captured In a set of explica rules for
how the state of a micro entity changes as a function of as current
state and the current states of as local neighbonng entales Macro
entales and their states are wholly constauted by the states and locattons of their constauent micro entales, so the causal dynamics
mvolvmg macro objects is wholly determmed by the underlymg micro clynanucs Thus, causal fundamentahsm reigns m such a system,
macro causal powers are wholly constauted and determmed by micro
causal powers The micro dynamics is context sensinve smce a micro entay's state depends on the states of its micro-levei neighbors
The context sensitway of the system's underlying causal dynarrucs
entads that understandmg how a micro entity behaves m isolanon or
m certam simple contexts does not enable one to understand how
that entity will behave mali contexts, espectally those that are more
comphcated Loccdly reduabie systems are those that meet ali the
conditions spelled out m this paragraph
The notion of weak emergence concems the way in which a system's micro facts determine as macro facts A system's micro facts at
a gtven time consist das micro dynamic and the states and locanons
of ali as micro elements at that time If the system is open, then its
micro facts mclude the flux of micro entales that enter or leave the
system at that time Its micro facts also include the micro-levei accidents at that time, if the system's micro dynarrucs is nondetermuusnc
Since causal fundamentalism apphes to locally reduable systems, the
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micro facts m such systems determine the system's subsequent evolunon at ali levels Cnven ali the system's micro facts, an exphat
~dation could step through the changes of state and location of
each micro element ui the system, mirronng the system's micro-levei
causal dynamics Since macro entales and states are constauted by
the locations and states of their constituem micro entales, this explica simulation would refiect the evolution over time of the system's
macro facts Such an exphat simulation arnounts to a special kmd
of denvatzon of the system's macro propernes from its micro facts It
is an especially "Iong-wmded" denvation because it mirrors each individual step In the system's micro-levei causal dynanucs A locally
reduable system's macro propernes are always denvable from the micro facts by a smulation However, m some situations it is possible to
construct a quite different "short-cut" denvation of a system's macro
properties, perhaps usmg a stmple mathemancal formula for the evolunon of certam macro propernes arbaranly far mto the future Such
short-cut denvations are the bread and butter of convennonal saentific explanations They reveal the future behavior of a system
wahout explicaly simuLatmg it
It is now easy to define weak emergence Assume that P is a nommally emergent property possessed by some locally reduable system
S Then P is weakly emergent if and only tf P is dertvable from ali of
S's micro facts but only by simulation Weak emergence also apphes
to systems that are not locally reduable, when they contam locally
reduable subsystems that exluba weak emergence 7 Nome that the
notion of weak emergence is relative to a choice of macro and micro leveis A macro property could be wealdy emergent with respect
to one micro levei but not with respect to another (although m my
expenence this is just an abstract possibility) It is usually obvious
wluch leveis are appropnate to choose in each context, sol will usually leave das implica
My goal here is not a complete account of weak emergence but
just an analysts of some paradigmatic cases It is natural to extend
m vanous ways the core nonon of an emergent property exfubited
by a system gtven complete micro facts Note that the core defininon allows a given property to be weakly emergent m one context
with one set of micro facts, but not weakly emergent in another con-
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text with different micro facts Abstractmg away from any particular
context, one could define the notion of an emergent property in a
system as a kmd of propetty that is emergent in that system in some
context It is natural to thmk of certam macro objects or entines as
emergent, and the natural way to define these is as objects with some
weak emergent property 8 A weak emergent phenomenon can be defined as a phenomenon that mvolves emergent properties or objects,
and a weak emergent system can be defined as one that exhibits some
weak emergent phenomenon, object, or property A weak emergent
law could be defined as a law about weak emergent systems, phe nomena, objects, or propemes The notion of weak emergence can
be extended uno further contexts along similar limes
I have been speakmg of undenvability except by simulation as tf
there were a sharp chviding ime separatmg weak emergent propernes from merely resultant propernes, but dus is an oversimplification
(Assad and Packard 1992) One can define vanous sharp distincnons involvmg undenvability except by simulanon, but focusmg on
one to the exclusion of the others is somewhat arbitrary The underlytng truth is that propemes come in vanous degrees of denvability
without simulanon, so there is a spectrum of more or less wealc emergence A core concept of weak emergence concems propemes that
m pnnciple are undenvable except by firute feasible sunulation A
shghdy weaker notion of emergence concems properties that m pnnciple are denvable without simulation, but in practice must be
ulated A shghtly stronger nonon of emergence concerns propemes
that are undenvable except by simulanon, but the requisite simulanon Is unfeasible or infirute A vanety of even weaker and stronger
notions also exist Nevertheless, the paradigm concept along this
scale is weak emergence as defined above
It is important to recognize that my nonon of weak emergence
concerns how somethmg can be denved, not whether tt has been denved It concems which denvations exist (in the %tom sense),
not wluch have been discovered Perhaps nobody has ever worked
through a short-cut denvanon of some macro property Nevertheless, if diere is such a denvation, then the macro property is not
weakly emergent If a getuus hke Newton discovers a new shortcut denvation for macro propemes m a certam class of system, das
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changes what propemes we think are weakly emergent but not which
propernes are weakly emergent Notice also that weak emergence
does not concern some human psychological or logical frailty It
not that human mmds lack the power to work through sunulations
without the adi of a computer Nor is it that avaiLable computmg
power is too limited (e g, detailed sunulations of the world's weather
are beyond the capacity of current hardware) Rather, it mvolves the
formal limitattons of any possible denvanon performed by any posstble device or ennty To dramatize this potra, consider a Laplactan
supercalculator that could flawlessly perform calculations many orders of magnitude faster than any human Such a supercalculator
would be free from any anthropocentnc or hardware-centered hmttation in reasonmg speed or accuracy Nevertheless, it could not denve weakly emergent propernes except by ~dation The Laplacian
supercalculator's denvanons of weak emergence might look instantaneous to us, but their logical form would be just hke the logical forms
of our denvations Each denvatton iterates step by step through the
aggregation of local interactions among the micro elements
The phrase "denvation by simulation" might seem to suggest that
weak emergence applies only to what we normally thmk of as simulations, but this is a mistake Weak emergence also applies directly to
natural systems, whether or not anyone constructs a model or
ulatton of them A denvatton by sunulation tnvolves the temporal
iteration of the spanal aggregation of local causal interactions among
micro elements That is, it uwolves the local causal processes by
wluch micro interactions give nse to macro phenomena The nonon dearly apphes to natural systems as well as computer models
So-called "agent-based" or "individual-based" or "bottom-up" simulations in complextty sctence have exacdy this form 9 They exphcitly
represent micro interactions, with the aim of seemg what imphat
macro phenomena are produced when the micro mteracttons are aggregated over space and iterated over time My phrase "derivation by
simulation" is a techrucal expression that refers to temporal iteration
of the spatial aggregation of such local micro interactions We could
perhaps use the phrase "denvation by iteration and aggregatton," but
that would be cumbersome Since "surtulation" is commg to mean
exacdy this kmd of process (Rasmussen and Barrett 1995), 1 adopt
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the more economical phrase “denvation by simulanon " Denvanon
by simulation is the process by which causal mfluence typically propagates m nature Macro processes m nature are caused by the iteranon and aggregation of micro causal interactions 'The iteration and
aggreganon of local causal interacttons that generate natural phenomena can be viewed as a computation (Wolfram 1994), just like
the causal processes Inside a computer These intnnsic natural computations are a special case of denvation by simulatton Natural systems compute their future behavior by aggregatmg the relevant local
causal interactions and iterating these effects m real time They "simulate" themselves, m a tnvtal sense Thus, denvation by simulation
and weak emergence apply to natural systems just as they apply to
computer models
The behavtor of weakly emergent systems cannot be determmed
by any computation that is essennally simpler than the intrinsic natural computational process by which the system's behavior is generated Wolfram (1994) terms these systems "computationalh irreducible " The pomt can also be expressed usmg Chattm's (1966,
1975) nonon of algonthrmc complexity and randomness roughly,
the macro is random with respect to the micro, m the sense that there
is no denvation of the macro from the micro that is shorter than
an explicit simulation Computational irreduabihty--that is, weak
emergence--is charactenstic of complex systems and it explams why
computer simulations are a necessary tool in their study

4. Weak emergence and reduction in cellular automata
Some examples can make the ideas of weak emergence and derivanon by simulation more concrete The examples also illustrate the
sort of systems studied m complexity science 10 One advantage of
such systems is that we have exact and total knowledge of the fundamental laws govern the behavior of the micro elements The exampies are all cellular automata, consistmg of a two-dimensional lattice
of cens, hke an mfimtely large checker board Each cell can be m either of two states, which we'll refer to as being ahve and bemg dead
(You can thmk of them equwalendy as bemg in state O and 1, or
black and wlute )
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Time moves forward m discrete steps The state of each cell at a
gtven time is a simple functton of its own state and the states of
eight neighboring cells at the previous moment m time, this rule
called the system's "update funcnon " Assume that one of these systems is started with some unhai configuration of living and dead cells
(These minai states could be chosen by somebody or detemuned randomly ) 'The next state of each cell is completely deterrnmed by its
prevtous state and the previous state of its neighbors, accordmg to
the update function Nonce that causal fundamentalism holds m
cellular automata The only pnmittve causal mteractions m the system are the mteractions between netghbonng cells, as specified by
the system's update function If there are any higher-level causal mteractions in the system, they ali can be explatned ultimately by the
mteracnons among the system's elementary pamcles the individual
cells
The only difference between the cellular automata that we will
consider is their update functions The first updates the state of each
cell as follows
Ali Life A cell is ahve ata given time whether or not it or any
of as neighbors were alive or dead at the prevtous moment
My name for dus update funcnon should be obvious, and so should
its behavior No matter what configuration of living and dead cells
the system has uunally, at the next moment and for every subsequent
moment every cell m the system is alive Given this update function,
it is a trivial matter to derive the behavior of any individual cell or
dump of cens In the system at any potnt in th.e future Ali regtons at
ali times in the future constst simply of hvmg cens
Part of what makes the Ali Life mie so trivial is that a cell's state
does not make a difference to tts subsequent state Living and dead
cells ahke ali become ahve The second update rule is shghtly more
complicated, as follows
Spreadmg Life A dead cell becomes ahve if and only if at
least of lts netghbors were ahve at the previous moment, once
a cell becomes ahve it rematns ahve
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The behavior of tius system is also quite trivial to derive, and as name
reflects this behavior Life spreads at the speed of light (on.e cell per
moment of time) in ali directtons from any living cell Once a dead
cell is touched by a living cell, it becomes ahve and then remams
ahve forever after Life spreads from a single hving cell m a steadily
growmg square ff the irutial configuration contams a random spnnkhng of hving cells, a square of life spreads from each at the speed of
light Eventually these spreadmg squares overlap to form a connected
shape growmg at the speed of hght
The third system we will consider is the most famous of all
lutar automaton the so-called "Game of Life" devised m the 1960s
by John Conway (Berlekamp et ai 1982, see also Gardner 1983 and
Foundstone 1985) It lias the foliowmg update rule
Game of Life A living cell remams ative tf and only if either
two or three of its neighbors were ative at the previous moment, a dead cell becomes ative tf and only if exactly three of
fts neighbors were ahve at the prevtous moment
The Game of Life's update mie is more comphcated than the rules
for Ali Life and Spreadmg Life, but it is sun quite simple It is easy to
calculate the subsequent behavior of many uunal configurations For
example, an uutial configuration consisting of a single living cell
turn to ali dead cells after one tick of the clock, and ft will remam
that way forever Or consider a 2x2 block of living cells Each of
the cells in tius imtial configuration has three living neighbors, so
remam ative Each of the dead cens that border the block lias at
most two hvmg neighbors, so it remams dead Thus the 2 x 2 block
alone remams unchanging forever—an example of what is called a
"still hfe" In the Game of Life Another mteresting configuration
a vertical strtp of hvmg cells three cells long and one cell wide The
top and bottom cells in this strq) àe at the first clock nck, stnce each
Fias only one hving neighbot The mtddle cell remams ative, ume
ft has two hvmg neighbors But this is not ali The two dead cells
adjacent to the middle cell have three hvmg neighbors--the three
cells in the stnp—so they each become ative Thus, after one clock
rick, there is a horizontal strtp of living cells, three cells long and
one cell wide By panty of reasoning, one more clock tick tums tlus
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configuration back mto the original vertical strip Thus, with each
dock tick this configuration changes back and forth between vertical
and honzontal 3 x 1 stnps—an example of what is called a "blmker"
m the Game of Life
Snll hves and blmkers do not begm to exhaust the possibihnes
One particular configuranon of five hvmg cells changes back int° the
same pattern m four dock ticks, except that the pattem is shifted one
cell along the diagonal Thus, over time, tlus pattern ghdes across
the latnce of cells at one quarter the speed of hght, movmg forever
m a straight lime along the diagonal—an example of a "ghdet" Other
ghdmg patterns leave vanous configurations of hving cells ia their
wake—these are called "puffers " Other configuranons penodically
spawn a new ghder—these are called "ghder guns " Still other configurations will antuhilate any ghder that hits them—these are called
"eaters " Ghders moving at runety degrees to each other sometunes
colide, with vanous kmds of outcome, mcludmg mutual annilulation
or producnon of a new ghder
Streams of ghders can be mterpreted as signals beanng digital information, and clusters of ghder guns, eaters, and other configurations can function m concert just hke AND, OR, NOT, and other logic
switching gates These gates can be connected mto circuits that process information and perform cakulations In fact, Conway proved
that these gates can even be cunntngly arranged so that they constatute a universal Tunng machme (Berlekamp et ai 1982) Hence_, the
Game of Life can be configured m such a way that it can be interpreted as compunng hterally any possible algonthm operatmg on any
possible mput As Poundstone vivtdly puts at, the Game of Life can
"model every precisely definable aspect of the real world" (Poundstone 1985, p 25)
For our present Durposes, the most important respect m which
the Game of Life differs from Ali Life and Spreadmg Life is that
many propernes m the Game of Life are weakly emergent For example, constder the macro property of indefinite growth (a e, mcrease
number of living cells) Some minai configurations exhibit mdefirute
growth, and others do not Any configuration consisting only of still
hfes and blinkers vvill not exhibit mdefirate growth By contrast, a
configuration consistmg of a ghder gun will exhibit mdefirute growth,
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since it will penodically increase the number of hvrng cells by five as
it spawns new ghders Other configurations are more difficult to assess The so-called R pentommo—a certam five-cell pattern that
resembles the shape of the letter R—exiubits wddly unstable behavtor Poundstone (1985, p 33) descnbes its behavtor dus way "One
configration leads to another and another and another, each different from ali of its predecessors On a lugh-speed computer display,
the R pentommo rods funously It expands, scattering debns over
the Life place and ejectmg ghders " Now, does the R pentommo exlubit mdefinite growth ? If the R pentonuno continually ejects ghders
that remam un.disturbed as they travei uno the mfirute dtstance, for
example, then it would grow forever But does it ? The only way to
answer dus questton is let the Game of Life "pLay" itself out with the
R pentommo as uuttal condmon That is, one has no option but to
observe the R pentommo's behavior As it happens, after 1103 time
steps the R pentommo settles down to a stable state consisti/1g of std1
hfes and blinkers that just fits into a 51-by-109 cell region Thus, the
halt to the growth of the R pentommo is a weakly emergent macro
state m the Game of Life
By contrast, the behavior of any uutial configuranon m both Ali
Life and Spreadmg Life are trivial to derive There is no need to
observe the behavtor of Ali Life and Spreadmg Life to determine
whether the R pentommo rn those cellular automata exhibtts mdefimte growth, for example The same holds for any other macroproperty m All Life and Spreadmg Ltfe They exhibit no weakly emergent behavior
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Figure 1 (a) Time evolution of the Game of Life startmg from a 50 x 50
random mmal condmon m which 30% of the cens are ative
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Figure 1 (b) The same pattern after 10 time steps
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Figure 1 (c) The same pattem after 100 time steps
It is noteworthy how much of the mteresting behavior of the
Game of Life depends on the precise detads of its cellular birth-death
rule To get a feel for this, consider the time evolution of the Game
of Life given a randomly generated mitial condition, shown m Figure 1 (a)—(e) 'The Game starts at (a) with a 50 x 50 random minai
condition in which 30% of the cells are ahve, and In 10 time steps
it has evolved int° (b) By time 100 it is at (c), now a number of
stdl hfes and bhnkers are evident and a ghder leavmg from the upper left, but the panem also contams many randomly structured piles
of "muck" (d) shows time 300, now the partem has grown shghtly,
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havmg spawned another ghder (nght side), preserved some still
and bhnkers while creatmg and destroying others, and conanumg to
roil m two large unstructured piles of "muck" This panem continues to grow slowly, and after 700 time steps at (e) a is mostly stable,
consistmg only of sall ides, bhnkers, some ghders (out of the picture)
moving off mto the distance, and one random pile of muck near the
top Eventually ali the piles of muck dissipate and after many hundreds of time steps the pattem stabihzes with over sixty still ides and
blmkers spread out over a regton about three times the size of the
manai random pattern, with a few gliders wigghng off to infinity
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Figure 1 (e) 'The same partem after 700 time steps This panem
eventually reaches a stable configuranon
But if we make a mmor change In the birth-death mie, the resultmg system's behavior changes completely For example, consider
what happens to exactly the same random minai condition if survival
is a link hardet (I wdl adopt the convennon of nammg an update
function with the number of neighbors required to give birth to a
new living cell followed by the number of neighbors reqtured to keep
a living cell ahve )
3-3 Life A dead cell becomes ative if and only if exactly three
of its neighbors were ahve at the previous moment, a living
cell remams ahve if any only if exactly three of its neighbors
were ative at the previous moment
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Figure 2 (a) The state of 3-3 Life, a near cousm of the Game of Life, after
10 time steps, after ti fias been started from exactly the same nunal
condition shown In Figure 1 (a)
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Figure 2 (b) The same pattern In 3-3 Lie after 14 time steps, at which
point ti has reached a completely stable configuration

Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the behavior of 3-3 Life given the same
random mittal condition displayed In Figure 1 In stark contrast to
the behavior of the Game of Life m Figure 1,3-3 Life quickly reduces
this panem to a small stable configuration of still hfes and blinkers
By time step 10 in (a), the configuration has collapsed to a small
number of livmg cells, and by time step 14 in (b) its behavtor has become stable, consisting of six blmkers and one still lie The interestmg thmg about 3-3 Life is that all other mmal conditions edubit the
same kmd of behavior, they ali quickly reduce to a small stable pattem consistmg of at most some still hfes and Hmkers This collapse to
a few isolated periodtc subpattems is a universal generahzation about
3-3 Life's global behavior This is a general macro-level law about 3-3
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Life, somewhat analogous to the second law of thermodynamics for
our world
Now, consider a different ~mal change of the Game of Life's
update funcnon, one that makes birth a httle easter but surmal a
little harder
2-2 Life A dead cell becomes ahve tf and only if exactly two of
its neighbors were ative at the previous moment, a liwng cell
remains ative if and only if exactly two of its neighbors were
ative at the prewous moment.
This cellular automaton exhibits a completely different kmd of behawor from both the Game of Life and 3-3 Life A typical example of
its behavior is shown m Figure 3 (a) and (b), after it has been started
with the same minal condition used m Figures 1 and 2 In this case,
though, a random "shme" of living and dead cens steadily grows and
eventually spreads over the ennre world After 10 time steps, it has
evolved mto (a), and a random "shme" pattern of cells can already
be seen to be growmg By time 100 in (b), the random shme has mcreased m size by more than a factor of four (note reduced size scale)
This random shme pattern will continue to grow indefinitely Similar
random shme patterns grow from wtrtually ali other initial condittons
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Figure 3 (a) The time evolunon of 2-2 Life, another near cousm of the
Game of Life, after started with exacdy the same random minai condition
m Figures 1 and 2
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Figure 3 (b) The same pattern after 100 time steps The panem
continue to grow mdefimtely
m 2-2 Life 11 Figures 4 (a) and (b) show similar but nomdentical
shme patterns growmg from two uutial configurations that differ only
In the position of one living cell Tlus spreadmg chaos is a general
macro-level law about 2-2 Life
A httle experimentation is ali it takes to confirm the typical behavior of 3-3 Life and 2-2 Life collapse to isolated penodicity and
spreadmg chaos From a statistical pomt of view, their global behavior is very easy to predict Changing the state of a cell here or there m
an initial condition makes no difference to the quahty of their global
behavior, mdeed, neither does drastwally changmg the minai configuration By contrast, the Game of Life has no typical global behavior
Some configurations quickly collapse into stable periodic patterns
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Other very similar configurations continue to change indefinitely
Changing the state of one cell can completely change the system's
global behavior Neither 3-3 Life nor 2-2 Life has the exquisite sensitivity and balance of order and disorder that allows the Game of
Life to exhibit complex macro-level patterns such as switching gates,
logic arcuits, or universal computers
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Figure 4 (a) The random "shme" partem iii 2-2 Life after 50 time steps
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Figure 4 (b) The random "shme" pattem m 2-2 Life after 50 time steps
from an uunal configuration that differs from (a) only m the posmon of
one living cell Note that this pattern is qualitatively similar to that m (a),
and also to that ia Figure 3 (b)
Nevertheless, ali three cellular automata exhibit weak emergence
Thisis easily recognizable from the fact that ther exact global behavior (whether stanstically predictable or not) can be denved only by
simulation—iteratmg through time the aggregate local effect of the
update functton across ali cells Suffiment expenence with 3-3 Life
and 2-2 Life prowdes empincal ewdence for macro-level laws about
the land of behawor they each exhibit But the only way to tell exactly tulach mstance of that behawor will be produced from a given
irunal configuration is to watch how the system unfolds in amei e, to "stmulate" it Given a random minai configuration, you can
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be sure that 3-3 Life will quickly reduce to a collection of isolated
snll hfes and blinkers, and that 2-2 Life will produce a steaddy growmg chaotically changmg mixture of living cells But the only way to
determine exactly wluch collection of st& Ides and bhnkers, or exacdy which chaoncally changing sequence of hvmg cells, is to step
through the behavior of the whole system Tlus is the signature of
systems with weak emergent propemes
Earher we saw that it is often difficult to teu whether a gwen minai
condition in the Game of Life leads to mdefitute growth 3-3 Life and
2-2 Life are different in this respect Gwen 3-3 Life's law of collapse
to isolated penodicity, we know that 3-3 Life never shows mdefirute
growth Likewise, gwen 2-2 Life's law of spreadmg chaos, we know
that 2-2 Life (virtually) always shows mdefirute growth However,
the presence or absence of mdefitute growth is still a weak emergent
property m 3-3 Life and 2-2 Life Our knowledge that 3-3 Life never
exlubits indefilute growth depends on havmg leamed its law of collapse to penodicity, and analogously for 2-2 Life's law of spreadmg
chaos But these macro-laws are emergem laws—that is, laws about
the system's emergent propemes—and they are discovered empincally Our knowledge of these laws comes from our prior empirical
observations of how the systems behave under different inalai conditions This is analogous to how we know that a rock can break a wmdow Weak emergence concems the denvatton of macro-properties,
and these denvations uwolve exact and absolutely certam mferences
from the system's micro facts Empmcally grounded generahzanons
about the system's behavior play no part m such denvanons Thus,
m the sense that is relevant to weak emergence, it is not possible to
derive the presence or absence of indefirute growth in 3-3 Life or 2-2
Life
It is Important to note that ali five of our cellular automata are
ontologically and causally on a pai; though not ali exhibit weak emergence Each cellular automaton is nothmg but a lattice of cells, and
the behavtor of its cells is wholly determmed by a local update funcnon Any large-scale macro pattems odubited by the cellular automata are denved from iterating the behavior of each cell over time
accordmg to the system's update funcnon and aggreganng the cells
over the latace In other words, the macro behawor of each system
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is constituted by iterating and aggreganng local causal interacttons
Emergence is sometunes contrasted with reductton, but this oversimphfies matters, especially for weak emergence The three kinds of
reducnon we distmgtushed earher (reduction of ontology, causation,
and explanation) need not go hand In hand Ontological reductionism and causal reductionism hold for ali cellular automata—mdeed,
for all weak emergence Local causal influence propagates In space
and time m the same way In ali celular automata 'The distaria-ave
feature of those celular automata that exhilut weak emergence is
not the lack of ontological or causal reductionism, nor the lack of
context-sensitive denvation of macro propernes It is simply having
micro-levei context-sensitive interactions that are complex enough
that their aggregate effect has no short-cut denvatton Macro propernes in Ali Life and Spreadmg Life always have a short-cut denvanon
But rins is not so for 2-2 Life, 3-3 Life, or the Game of Life
Embracing ontological and causal reducnon permas weak emergence to avoid one of the tradmonal complamts agamst emergence
J J C Smart (1963), for example, obiected that emergence debarred
viewing the natural world as a very comphcated mechantsm However, weak emergence postulates just comphcated mechamsms with
context-sensitive micro-levei interactions Rather than reiectmg reducnon, it requires (ontological and causal) reduction, for these are
what malce denvatton by sunulatton posstble
5. Downward causation of weak emergence

Ordmary macro causanon consists of causal relanons among ordinary macro objects Examples are when a rock thrown at a window cracks it, or an ocean wave luts a sand castle and demolishes
it 12 But macro-level causes can also have micro-levei effects Tlus is
termed "downward causanon " Downward causation is a straightforward consequence of ordmary macro causation To see this, choose
some micro piece of the macro effect and note that the macro cause
is also responsible for the consequent changes in the micro piece of
the macro effect For example, consider the first molecular bond that
broke when the window cracked The rock caused that molecular
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bond to break Or consider the violent dislocation of a particular
gram of sand at the top of the castle The wave caused its dislocanon
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Figure 5 A ghder gut.i which has so far shot six ghders movmg away along
the southeast diagonal
Emergence is mterestmg m part because of emergent causal powers Emergent phenomena without causal powers would be mere
epiphenomena Weak emergent propernes, objects, phenomena, etc
often have causal powers For example, the property of bemg a ghder
gun is a weak emergent property of a certam macro-levei collecnon
of cells m the Game of Life, and it has the causal power of generattng
a regular stream of ghders—a macro-level pattern of cells propagating in space For example, the ghder guri shown m Figure 5 shoots
another ghder every forty-six time steps This weak emergent macrolevei causanon bnngs downward causanon In its tram To pick just
one example, as successive ghders are shot from the gun they cause
a certam partemn of behavior m the individual cells in their path To
make dungs concrete, consider one speafic cell (call it cell 17) the
left-most ghder In the second ghder m the stream When a ghder
first touches cell 17, the cell becomes ahve While the glider passes,
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cell 17 remams ahve for three more generations Then it becomes
dead and remams so for forty-two more time steps, until the next
ghder touches it Clearly, tlus repeatmg panem in cell 17's behavior
is caused by the macro-level ghder gun It is a micro effect of a macro
cause, i e, it is an example of downward causanon of the glider gun
Campbell (1974) called attentton to emergent downward causanon, because he wanted to combat excessive reductiorusm and bolster the perceived reahty of higher-level emergent biological orgaruzation Downward causanon is also emphasized recently by advocates of strong emergence (e g, Kim 1992 and 1999, O'Conner
1994), because the charactensttc feature of strong emergence is trredumble downward causal power
Downward catisation is now one of the main sources of controversy about emergence 'There are at least three apparent problems
The first is that the very icica of emergent downward causanon seems
mcoherent In some way Kim (1999, p 25) mtroduces the worty m
this way
The idea of downward causanon has struck some thmkers as mcoherent, and it is difficult to deny that there is an air of paradox
about it After ali, higher-level propernes anse out of lower-level
condmons, and without the presence of the latter in stutable configuranons, the former could not even be there So how could these
higher-level propernes causally mfluence and alter the condmons
from which they anse 7 Is it coherent to suppose that the presence
of X is entrely responsible for the occurrence of Y (so Y's very existence is totally dependent on X) and yet Y somehow manages to
exerase causal influence on X7
The upshot is that there seems to be something vimously circular
about downward causation
The second worry is that, even if emergent downward causation
is coherent, it makes a difference only if it ~lates micro causal laws
(Kim 1997) Mus worry anses because of a background presumpnon that micro events are caused by pnor micro events accordmg to
fundamental micro laws If emergent downward causation brought
about some micro event E, there would be two unattracttve posai:ulules One is that E is also brought about by some micro cause, m
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which case the emergent macro cause of E is trrelevant The other
possibility is that the macro and micro causes conflict bec,ause micro
causanon would have brought about an mcompatible micro effect,
E', so the downward causanon would ~late the fundamental micro
laws 13
Even if emergent downward causation is coherent and consistent
with fundamental micro laws, a third worry still anses 'This worry
also grows out of the fact that micro-levei events have sufficient
micro-levei causes Any macro-level cause that has a micro-levei
effect (i e, any downward causation) will compete for explanatory
relevance with the micro-levei explananon But the micro-levei explanation is more fundamental So the micro-levei explanation of the
micro-levei effects will preempt the macio-levei explananon This
"exclusion" argument has been emphasized by Kim (1992,1999), and
it has provoked extensive contemporary discussion (e g, Chalmers
1996)
I want to show that these wornes present no problems for weak
downward causatton There is a simple two-step argument that
shows this The first step is to note that ordmary downward causatton is unproblemanc An ocean wave demohshes a sand castle,
causmg the ~tent dislocation of a gram of sand A vortex m the
drammg bathtub causes a suspended dust speck to spm In a tight spiral A traffic jam causes my car's monon to slow and become erram
I take it as uncontroversial that such ordmary cases of downward
causation are plulosophically unproblematic They ~late no physical laws, thev are not preempted by micro causes, and they are not
victously circular or mcoherent The second step is to note that weak
downward causanon is simply a species of ordmary downward causanon Many ordmary macro objects with downward causal effects are
weakly emergent Waves, vornces, and traffic jams are ali plausible
candidates for weak emergence Their macro causal powers are constituted by the causal powers of their micro constautents, and these
are typically so comphcated that the only way to denve their effects is
by iteratmg their aggregate context-dependent effects—i e , by snnulanon In any event, weak emergent propernes and objects have the
kmd of relanon to their micro-levei bases that ordmary macro -scale
physical propemes and objects have to their bases Weak emergent
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causal powers are constuuted by the causal powers of the micro constituents The weak emergent macro cause is nothmg but the iteranon of the aggregate micro causes Ontological and causal reduction
holds Smce weak downward causation is ;list a subset of ordmary
macro causanon, the one is no more problemattc than the other
This defense of weak downward causatton is confirmed when we
examine each of the three wornes First, ume a weak macro cause
is identical with the aggregation and iteratton of micro causes, weak
macro causanon cannot ~late micro causal laws In fact, smce weak
macro causatton is constituted by the appropnate context-sensinve
micro causation, weak macro causation depends on the micro causal
laws They are the mechamsm through wluch weak macro causanon is reahzed Second, smce a weak macro cause is nothmg more
than the aggregatton of micro causes, macro and micro causes are
not two things that can compete with each other for causal influence One constitutes the other So, the micro causes cannot exclude
weak macro causes Third, once we see that weak downward causanon does not ~late fundamental micro explanattons and is not preempted by them, the apparent mcoherence or vicious circulanty of
emergent downward causa-1°n reduces to the worry that downward
causal effects must precede their causes But weak downward causanon is diachromc Fligher-level propemes can causally influence the
conditions by which they are sustamed, but this process unfolds over
time The higher-level properttes anse out of lower-level condmons,
and without those lower-level conchtions the higher-level propemes
would not be present But a weak macro cause cannot alter the con&dons from which it arose At most it can alter the conditions for
its subsequent survival, and this is neither viciously circular nor incoherent
These abstract considerations are oancretely exemphfied by our
earher discussion of weak downward causanon m the Game of Life
the ghder gim that causes a repeatmg panem in cell 17 (Figure 5)
First, the downward causatton is diachromc, the micro effects are
subsequent to their macro causes So there is no victous circulanty
Second, this downward causanon is brought about simply by aggregating the state changes In each cell, given the appropnate minai
condmon, and then iterating these aggregated local changes over
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time 'The ghder gun (a macro object consistmg of a special aggreganon of micro elements) creates the context for qualitatively distinctive (macro- and) micro-levei effects, but ti-lis ~lates no micro
laws Indeed, it explotts those micro laws Third, macro ghder gun
explananon does not compete with micro update-rule explananon
The macro explananon is constituted by iterating the aggregated micro explanation So explanatory exclusion is no threat
6. The autonomy of weak emergence
The precedmg discussion of downward causatton emphamed that
weak emergent phenomena are nothmg more than the aggregation
of the micro phenomena that constitute them This prompts a final
worry about whether the explanations of weak emergent phenomena
are sufficiently autonomous Consider some weak emergent macro
property P This property is brought about by the aggregation of a
collection of micro causal histones—the causal histones of ali the
micro propemes that constitute P So, isn't the underlymg expianation of P just the aggregation of the micro explananons of ali the
relevant micro elements? If the underlymg explanation of the macro
phenomena is merely the aggregation of micro explanations, then ali
the real explanatory power resides at the micro levei and the macro
phenomena are merely an effect of what happens at the micro levei 14
In this case, weak emergent phenomena have no real macro-level explanatory autonomy
Some of the plausibility for this lime of argument comes from the
ontological and causal reduability of weak emergent phenomena
Smce their existence and causal powers are nothmg more than the
existence and causal powers of the micro elements that mstannate
them, wouldn't their real underlymg explananon also be at the micro
leveP Weak emergent macro phenomena have vanous macro expiananons, and these explanattons may be convement and useful for
us In particular, the overwhelming complexity of their aggregate micro explanation typically overwhehns us, preventing us from graspmg
how they are generated 15 Hence we resort to computer simulanons,
observmg the resultmg macro propernes and expenmentally mamp-
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ulatmg micro causes to see thetr macro effects The computer can
aggregate micro causal histones fast enough for us to see their weak
emergent macro effect But isn't the explananon of the macro effect
exhausted by the micro causal processes?
The nub of tlus worry is that, if weak emergence has any macro
explanatory autonomy, the autonomy is just our mability to follow
through the details of the comphcated micro causal pathways It
amounts to nothmg more than an epistenuc obstacle to followmg the
ontological and causal reduction We study the weak emergent effects of these micro causal processes by observing the macro effects
directly (m nature or m computer sunulations) But the macro phenomena are mere effects of micro causal processes Tlus explanatory
autonomy is merely epistemological rather than ontological It re flects just our need for macro explananons of certain phenomena,
it does not reflect any distanctive objective structure in reahty In
particular, it does not reflect any autonomous and ineduable macrolevei ontology 16 Or, at least, that is the worry
The correct response to this worry takes different branches for different kmds of weak emergence In some cases the worry is sound
All weak emergence has a certam epistemic autonomy, for the context-sensitive micro causal mteractions can be explamed only by ;teratmg the aggregated effect of all the micro interactions 17 Thus, as a
practical matter, we must study them through simulatton Some wealc
emergence is nothmg more than this Such weak emergent phenomena are mere effects of micro contingencies and their explanatory
autonomy is merely epistemological
One example of such merely epistemological weak emergence is
a configuranon In the Game of Life that acadentally (so to speak)
emits an evenly spaced stream of six ghders movmg along the same
trajectory What is crucial is that tlus configuration contam no
ghder gun It's an irregular collecnon of sun Ides, bhnkers, and miscellaneous piles of "muck" that happens to ermt six ghders It might
be somewhat like the configuratton in Figure 1 at time 100, which has
just emitted a ghder from the northwest comer, except that it happens to emit five more evenly spaced ghders ia the same direction
The configuration is always changing ia an irregular fashion, and
there is no overarchmg explananon for why the six ghders stream
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out The explanation for the gliders is just the aggregation of the
causal histories of the individual cells that participate in the process
The macro-level ghder stream is a mere effect of those micro contingencies
Contrast the accidental glider stream with the configuration of
cells shown in Figure 5 This configuration of cells also emas an
evenly spaced stream of six ghders headmg in the same direcnon
Furthermore, the aggreganon of the causal histories of the individual
cells that participate m the process expiam the ghder stream However, there is more to the explananon of dus second stream of gliders, because the configuration of cens is a gluler gun and ghder guns
always enut evenly spaced ghders in a gwen direcnon The ghder
guri provides an overarchmg, macro-level explanation for the second
ghder stream Furthermore, fim same macro explanation holds for
any number of other guris that shoot other gjiders There are many
kmds of ghders and many ktnds of ghder guris (Figure 6 shows two
more ghder guris) The aggregate micro explanation of the second
glider stream omits this information Furthermore, this information
supports counterfactuals about the stream The same ghder stream
would have been produced if the first six ghders had been destroyed
somehow (e g, by colliding with six other ghders) Indeed, the same
ghder stream would have been produced if the configuration had
been changed into any number of ways, as long as the result was a
gun that shot the same kmd of ghders Any such macro guri would
have produced the same macro effect Thus, the full explanation of
the six ghders m Figure 5 consisto of more than the aggregatton of
the causal histories of the relevant micro cells 'There is a macro explanation that is not reducible to that aggregation of micro histories
If those micro histories had been different, the macro explananon
could st-d1 have been true The macro explananon is autonomous
from the aggregate micro explanation
Consider another example the chaoncally changnig "shme" that
spreads at the speed of hght from an metal configuration In 2-2 Life
(Figures 3 and 4) These examples illustrate a general macro law that
I mentioned earher 2-2 Life always generates such random shme,
provided the impai configuration is dense enough for any life to grow
Each mstance of spreading shme can be explamed by aggreganng the
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causal histories of the micro cells that partimpate in the panem But
this aggregate micro explanation leaves out an important fact the
random shme macro law Alter the minai condition (and thus the
micro histories) m virtually any way you want, and the same lund of
macro behavior would still be generated The fact that the same land
of behavtor would have been produced if the micro details had been
different is clearly relevant to the explanatton of spreadmg shrne observed m any particular instance 'The macro law explanation is autonomous from the aggregation of micro histories rn each particular
tnstance
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Figure 6 Two more guns shooting ghders on the southeast diagonal Note
that the configuration of cells constituang these two guns and the gun tn
Figure 5 ali differ
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Notice that weak emergent phenomena m the real world have the
same kmd of macro explanatory autonomy Consider a transa strike
that causes a massive traffic jam that makes everyone m the office
late to work Each person's car is blocked by cars with particular and
uhosyncratic causal histories The traffic jam's ability to make people late is constituted by the abihty of individual cars to block other
cars Aggregatmg the individual causal histories of each bloclang car
explams why everyone was late However, the aggregate micro explanation obscures the fact that everyone would still have been late
if the micro causal histories had been different The transa strike
raised the traffic density above a criticai levei So, even if different
individual cars had been on the iughway, the traffic still would have
been jammed and everyone still would have been late The cnncal
traffic density provides a macro explananon that is autonomous from
any particular aggregate micro explananon
My strategy for showmg that macro explanations of some weak
emergent phenomena are autonomous is analogous to well-known
strategies for showmg that explananons ia special sciences can be autonomous from the explanations provided m underlymg sciences 18
One complementary strategy for defendmg special sciences emphasues that macro explanations can contam causally relevant informatroa that is missmg from micro explanations (e g , Jackson and Pettit
1992, Sterelny 1996) My arguments above have this form The original defense of special sciences focussed on mulnple realization and
the resulting irreducibihty of macro explanations (e g, Fodor 1974
and 1997) My arguments can be recast ia this form Note that
ghder guns are mulnply realizable m the Game of Life, as are random
shmes m 2-2 Life, as are traffic jams, and none is reducible to any
particular collection of aggregate micro phenomena
Either way the argument is put, the condusion is the same Macro
explanations of some weak emergent phenomena have a strong form
of autonomy Note that tlus is not the mere eptstemological autonomy that comes with ali weak emergence The accuiental ghder
stream discussed above is just an effect of micro contmgencies By
contrast, the ghder guri, the random shme, and the traffic jam are
mstances of larger macro regulannes that support counterfactuals
about what would happen m an indefimte vanety of different micro
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situations An indefitute vanety of micro configurations constitute
ghder guns m the Game of Life, and they ali shoot regular stxeams
of ghders An mdefirute vanety of micro configurations constitute
random shme in 2-2 Life, and they ali spread m the same way An
indefuute vanety of micro configuranons constitute traffic jams, and
they ali block traffic Each macro-levei glider gun, random shme,
and traffic jam is notlung more than the micro-levei elements that
constitute it But they parnapate In macro regulannes that unify an
otherwtse heterogeneous collecnon of micro mstances Fodor argues
that macro regulannes In the Game of Life and similar systems have
micro reductions because the macro regulannes are "logical or mathematical construct-tons" out of micro regulannes (1997, n 5) But
Fodor falis to appreaate that micro realizations of the macro regularales in cellular automata are as wildly disjunctive as any In the special
saences
So, the explanatory autonomy of weak emergence can take two
forms When the emergent phenomena are mere effects of micro
contingencies, then theu explanatory autonomy is merely epistemological The explanatory autonomy does not signa! any distinctive
macro structure In reality But weak emergent phenomena that
would be reahzed In an indefinite vanety of chfferent micro contmgencies can mstantiate robust macro regulannes that can be descnbed and explamed only at the macro levei 'The pomt is not just
that macro explanatton and descnpnon is irreduable, but that dm
irreductbility signals the existence of an objective macro structure
Tlus land of robust weak emergence reveals somethmg about reahty,
not just about how we descnbe or expiam it So the autonomy of tfus
robust weak emergence is ontologtcal, not merely epistemological 19
Not ali weak emergence is metaphysically or saentifically significant In some quarters emergence per se is treated as a metaphysically
significara category that signals a quahtative difference m the world
This is not the perspective provided by weak emergence Much weak
emergence is due just to comphcated micro-levei context-sensitivity,
the same context-sensitivity that is ubiquitous m nature In some
cases, though, these context-sensitive micro mteractions fali imo regulannes that mdicate an objective macro structure m reahty These
macro regulanties are unportant saentifically, for they expiam the
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genenc behavior of complex systems in nature The Game of Life
mstantiates fantastically comphcated macro structures hke universal
Turmg machmes only by exploiting the ability of ghder guns to send
signals arbitrary distances m time and space The law of spreadmg
random shme in 2-2 Life is a hallmark of one of the four fundamental classes of cellular automata rules identified by Wolfram (1994)
Explairung robust traffic pattems necessitates identifying the cntical
role of traffic density A significant activity In complextty saence is
siting through the emergent behavior of complex systems, searchmg
for weak emergent macro propernes that figure in robust regulannes
with deep explanatory import

7. Conclusions
The problem of emergence anses out of attemptmg to make sense
of the apparent macro/micro layers m the natural world I have argued that what I call weak emergence substannally solves this problem The weak emergence perspective is ontologically and causally
reductionistic, and tias enables it to avold many of the traditional
womes about emergence, such as those mvolving downward causation But weak emergence is still nch enough for an ontology of
objective macro-level structures Indeed, the search for robust weak
emergent macro-structures is one of the mam activa-les m complexity
saence— exactly the saence that attempts to expiam the apparent
emergent phenomena m nature Could there be a better gude for
understandmg emergence In nature than complexity science7
Weak emergence is prevalent m nature, but it is undear whether
it is ali the emergence we need In particular, some aspects of the
mmd still strenuously resist ontological and causal reduction, ex.
amples mclude fine-grained intentionality, the quahtative aspects of
consaousness, freedom, and certam normative states Weak emergence can get no purchase on these phenomena untd we have a
(context-sensitive) reductionistic account of them As long as this
is In doubt, so is the final reach of weak emergence However this
turns out, weak emergence should still illummate a vanety of debates and confusions about the relations between macro and micro
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These range from long-standmg controversies over the autonomy of
the special sciences to newer debates about whether macro evolutionary patterns are mere effects of micro processes or reflect genuine
spectes selecnon (Vrba 1984, Sterelny 1996)
Emergence is often viewed synchromcally An organism at a given
time is thought to be more than the sum of fts parts that exist at that
time Your mental states at a given time are thought to emerge from
your neuro-physical states at that time By contrast, the pnmary focus of weak emergence is diachronic It concerns how the macro
armes over time from the micro, i e, the causal process (denvanon)
by whtch the micro constructs the macro 'nus is a bottom-up generative process, rooted m context-sensftwe micro-levei causal mteractions
The advent of modern philosophy is convennonally presented
as the Cartesian tritunph over Anstotehan scholasticism An Anstotehan thesis that attnbuted natures on the basis of a nch dependence on generating context was supplanted by a Cartestan antithesis
that attnbuted reductionistic essences mdependent of context Computer simulations allow weak emergence to extend reductionism mto
new terntory, but they do so by embodymg the idea that somethmg's
nature can depend on its genests Thus, the macro can depend on
the context-sensinve process from which it anses and by wluch it is
mamtamed In this way, weak emergence can be viewed as a new
synthesis 20
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Notes
1 These cellular automata mclude the Game of Life so the present paper
illustrates the philosophical versatility of cellular automata, which Dennett
(1991) recently emphasized
2 There is no standard accepted termmology for referrmg to different lands
of emergence, so my termmology of "nominal," "weak" and "strong" imght
clash with the termmology used by some other authors In particular, Gillett
(unpubhshed) means sometlung else by "strong" emergence
3 Although my poliu m the text is unaffected by tlus, note that this example
really mvolves multiple leveis of emergence, for we could spht these leveis
more finely into macro (medes), meso (polymers), and micro (monomers)
See Rasmussen et ai (2001) for an analysis and a model of this situation
4 Smce the two more restncted notions of emergence are proper subsets
of nominal emergence, they of course exhibit the two hallmarks of emergence that charactenze nominal emergence However, they each also capture their own distmcnve and specific forms of dependence and autonomy,
as the subsequent discusston shows
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5 Supervement propernes, m thts context, are macro propernes that can
cliffer only if ther micro property bases differ, there can be no difference m
supervement propernes without a difference iii their micro bases
6 The qualifier "weak" is intended to lughhght the contrast with the
"strong" irreducible macro causal powers charactenstic of strong emergence I need some qualifieç since weak emergence is ;list one among many
lunds of emergence, but "weak" has the drawback of vagueness I would
prefer a more descnptive temi, but I have not found an appropnate one
For example, "reductive" would emphasize weak emergence's ontological
and causal reducibility, but it would obscure its explanatory irreducibility
One somenmes sees weak emergence descnbed as "mnocent" emergence
(e g, Chalmers 1996) Tlus calls attennon to our metaphysical evaluanon
of weak emergence, but ir does not Identity the source of this evaluation
This is unfortunate smce different kmds of emergence are metaphysically
umocent for different reasons (compare nominal and weak emergence)
Unfortunate for a related reason is "stansticar emergence "Statisticar
does bnng to mind a picture of macro phenomena ansmg out of the aggreganon of micro phenomena, but it does not help distinguish the special
kmd of aggreganon mvolved iii weak emergence Terms hke "explamable"
or "non-brute" emergence have the same problem Thus, I will continue to
use "weak" untd I fmd a better altemative
7 Thus, weak emergence can be exhibred by systems that also mvolve
strong emergence The fates of weak and strong emergence are independent
8 A "backward loolung" emergent object is one the existence of which
weakly emergent, and a "forward loolung" emergent object is one with weak
emergent behavior, causal powers, etc
9 There are different lands of simulanons My account of weak emergence
fits best the agent-based simulations that expliady represent micro causal
mteractions, but it can be extended to other simulation methods like those
based on differential equanons
10 A vanety of other lcmds of systems studied in complexity science can be
found by surveymg Conference proceedings, such as Fanner et al 1986,
Forrest 1989, Langton et al 1992, Varela and Bourgme 1992, Gaussier and
Nicoud 1994, and Bedau et ai 2000
The rase exceptions anse when the minai configuration is too sparse to
support any lite
12 will speak of macro objects as causes, where referrmg to ther macro
propemes or events mvolvmg them as causes nught be more appropnate I
trust that no confusion will result
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13 This worry made Becicner (1974) conclude that emergent downward causatton would require micro-levei mdetermmism, so that macro causes can
have micro effects without violanng micro physical laws Micro-levei indeterminism is clearly an unsansfactory way to save emergent downward
causanon, though There is no guarantee that the mdetennuusm would be
available exactly where and when a is needed, and brute downward causal
detemunation of micro-mdeterministic events would be mystenous
14 This would be the analog of Vrba's effect hypothesis about macro evolutionary propernes (Vrba 1994)
13 The opacay of the aggregate micro-levei causal mecharusms In the agentbased models is a current source of unease about complexay soence
16 Note also that if weak emergence has mere epistemological autonomy,
then weak emergent macro causation is spunous rather than genume causation For the apparent macro causanon is really nothmg more than an
effect of micro causal processes It would follow that weak downward causatton is also spunous So, the fate of genume weak downward causatton
hmges on weak emergence having more than epistemological autonomy
17 Context-sensinve micro interactions are necessary for weak emergence
but they are not sufficient Ali Life and Spreadmg Life have context-sensitive micro interactions but they are so tnvial that the resultmg macro
propernes are not weakly emergent
18 Nonreductive physicahsm m contemporary philosophy of mmd is probably most plausible to cast as an instance of weak emergence However,
my defense of weak emergence here is not ned to the fate of nonreductive
physicalism
19 Some, such as Silberstem and McGeever (1999) and perhaps Gillett (unpublished) will sun classify this robust weak emergence as mere epistemological emergence, on the grounds that it embraces ontological and causal
reduction (mereological superveruence) However, I thmk this is an excesstvely liberal view of epistemological emergence Consider an analogy Is
the diference between the (presumably hypothencal) world m which ali
speoal soences are reduable to fundamental physics and the (presumably
actual) world m wluch they are autonomous merely epistemological ? Is
there nothing in the ontological structure of the second world that maltes
the special seences autonomous l Presumably not
Thanks for helpful comments to auchences at SCTPLS'99 m Berkeley
CA (July 1999), at ISHPSSB'01 m Qumnipiac (July 2001), and at the
philosophy department at the Uruversay of Oklahoma (October 2001),
where some of the ideas m tios paper were presented Thanks also for
helpful chscussion to Carl Gillett, Paul Hovda, Bnan Keeley, Dan McShea,
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